Mandela Day Quiz, 18th July 2013

ARE YOU SMARTER THAN A LEAP GRADER?

An opportunity for corporate teams to participate in Mandela Day by helping LEAP learners revise their school work.

The Event

“Are You Smarter than a LEAP Grader” is a quiz show we have designed to help our Grade 10 and 11 learners revise their school work and get contact time with working professionals. The event aims to be fun but more impactful than if you came to our school to paint a classroom or play soccer.

Format

The event will take place at the LEAP school campus on July 18th from 14h00 to 17h00. Corporate teams of 5 people will be pitted against LEAP teams of 5 learners. To raise the stakes, and the funds, corporate teams will be offered the chance to purchase assistance:

- For R10: a request for a new question
- For R25: browse through a subject text book for 1 minute
- For R50: use a mobile phone or tablet for research for 30 seconds
- For R100: bring in a LEAP learner to help your team answer a question

Once the quiz is completed, LEAP learners will facilitate LEAP’s unique Life Orientation session. This part of the Mandela Day programme will give our corporate supporters the chance to experience the holistic LEAP model of education in action and see how our learners are being equipped to be leaders. It will also offer LEAP students a chance to interact with adults and get insight on careers, university, working life and perhaps even find mentors or future employers.

Your Role

If you are interested in spending your Mandela Day with us, here is what you will need to do:

1) Complete the registration document, select the subject category you would like to compete in and return to lgwaai@leapschool.org.za by 5 July 2013
2) Get together a team of 5 players
3) Arrive at LEAP on July 18th 2013 with energy and switched on brains!

About LEAP Science and Maths Schools

We are a collection of 6 no-fee high schools for pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds. Our learning approach focuses on intellectual, emotional and social development so that our learners are equipped to become productive members of society. We fundraise all the costs of running our schools so that learners can get access to a quality education they might otherwise have not received.